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ABSTRACT 

The dispersion characteristics of the circularly polarized electromagnetic waves along a ho

mogeneous magnetic field in a dusty plasma have been investigated theoretically. The Vlasov 

equation has been employed to find the response of the magnetized plasma particles where the 

dust grains form a static background of highly charged and massive centers having certain cor

relation. It is found that in addition to the usual Landau damping which is negligible in the 

low temperature approximation, a novel mechanism of damping of the Alfven waves duo to the 

dust, comes into play. The modification and damping of the Alfven waves depend on the dust 

perturbation parameters, unequal densities of plasma particles, the average correlation length 

of the dust grains, temperature of the plasma and the magnetic field. 
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§1. Introduction 

There has been a growing interest in dusty plasmas because of their importance in astrophysical 

and space plasmas, fusion devices as well as in several technologies in recent years.1-0 ' The highly 

charged (Zg ~ 103 —104) and massive dust grains of micron or submicron size are present in par

tially or fully ionized space plasmas, viz.. the earth's ionosphere as pollution droplets, planetary 

rings, asteroid zones, cometary comae and tails, interstellar clouds, around protostars, super

nova remnants, etc. and are also encountered in many laboratory devices and plasma processing 

technologies, snch as. etching, welding and processing of novel materials, etc. Small dust grains 

in the micron and submicron size range have been detected in the magnetosphores of Jupiter 

and Saturn by Pioneer 10 and 11 and Voyager spacecrafts. They are almost ubiquitous in cosmic 

environments. The dust grains are generally electrically charged either negative or positive to 

a high potential since they are immersed in an ambient plasma and radiative environments. 

Charging processes may include plasma currents, photoionization. secondary electron impact 

emission, proton-induced secondaries, thermal emission, field emission, sputtering, ultraviolet 

ray irradiation or absorption of chaiged particles, etc. The influence of these highly charged and 

massive dust particles on the plasma properties and wave propagation and scattering processes 

is a subject of much current interest. 

A number of studies6-11 ' has been made on the wave propagation properties, damping, 

absorption, wave scattering, etc. in dusty plasmas without considering any magnetic field in 

them. However, in astrophysical situations dusty plasmas almost invariably occur in the presence 

of magnetic fields, where a number of additional modes may be present. In the present paper, 

our interest is to derive a general dispersion relation and take an example to examine the 

modifications in the magnetized dusty plasma described by the space-dependent distribution. 

Recently, using fluid description, a number of authors'-10-12,13' have studied collective ef

fects and extended their studies to nonlinear structures, such as, solitons, shocks, double layers, 

vortices in dusty plasmas. They have considered the massive and charged grains as a third com

ponent of the plasma. However, the motion of the massive grains can be neglected with respect 

to the motion of plasma electrons and ions in connection with the wave-particle interactions. 

In many cases of wave propagation, the grain dynamics plays a less important role on the time 

scale of electron response. Thus, for the large grain to electron mass ratio, it is quite appropriate 

to consider grains as infinitely massive for consideration of propagation of waves in them. 
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A physically interesting situation is the random distribution of massive charged dust, grains 

which introduces an inhomogcucous equilibrium electric field within the plasma. The random 

character of the electric field can be described by some suitable statistical function. Such a model 

of the static dust distribution was introduced first by de Angelis ct al.6) to study the dispersion, 

absorptions and scattering of waves in plasma and is quite useful for analytic investigations 

when the average dust electric field can be considered to bo small compared to other equilibrium 

quantities. Further, although in real plasmas, dust particles may have wide range of distribution 

in size, shape, composition, charge and mass, one may treat the grains as point particles having 

constant mass and charge. 

Study of the propagation of low frequency electromagnetic waves in space plasmas is essential 

for many physical processes in space and astrophysical situations. The role of dust grains in the 

dissipation of Alfven waves in interstellar clouds have been numerically investigated by Pilipp 

ct al. lo ) . The random and static distribution of highly charged and massive grains can change 

the dispersive properties of the medium and hence, the electromagnetic waves particularly the 

low frequency waves, arc supposed to suffer strong modification. Therefore, the propagation of 

Alfven waves in the presence of massive dust grains with strong inhomogeneity and magnetic 

field demands a rigorous investigation. In this paper, we study the possible modification and 

damping of electromagnetic waves in a dusty plasma in the presence of a homogeneous and 

static magnetic field. The properties of dusty plasmas can be better understood if the dispeisive 

properties and the modification and damping of these modes could be fully understood. 

In § 2, the modification of the equilibrium distribution function due to strong inhomogeneous 

electric field of the random distribution of dust grains is obtained. The equilibrium velocity dis

tribution thus becomes space-dependent. In §3. wc study the propagation of any mode in a 

magnetized dusty plasma. Wc solve the Vlasov equation pcrturbatively for a small amplitude 

wave and obtain a general solution. Then, wc derive the general dispersion relation for propa

gation of any mode cither electrostatic and electromagnetic in §4. In §5, we solve the general 

dispersion relation for circularly polarized waves and obtain the modified dispersion relation 

of Alfven waves in the dusty plasma. The dispersion function becomes complex giving rise to 

damping of the Alfven waves at low temperature where the usual Landau damping is negligible. 

Finally, a brief discussion of the results is given in the last section. 
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§2. M o d i f i e d B a c k g r o u n d E q u i l i b r h i n i Dr + r i b u t i o n 

Following de Angelis et al.61 wc consider a homogeneous electron-ion plasma embedded with a 

random distribution of infinitely extended massive and highly charged dust grains in the presence 

of a static and homogeneous magnetic field {Ba || ~). The eqnilibriimi consists of charged dust 

particles, ions and electrons which satisfy the overall charge neutrality condition 

^2<lan„o + QNg = 0.a~eJ. (1) 
a 

where ga^nao and Q. Ng are the charge and number density of electrons/ions and those of the 

dust particles, respectively. The stationary and randomly oriented dust particles give rise to 

an inhomogeneous background electrostatic field which is characterized by a potential function 

(J>O(L)- The average of this potential is given by Whipple et al.14) 

¥ 0 = I jUDcPr = ^.(^.fATrrl = 3Ng, (2) 
V J Ao r0 

where r0 and \D are the average separation and Debye length of the dust particles, respectively. 

The random distribution of the highly charged dust grains modifies the equilibrium distribu

tion of the plasma electrons and ions by creating local inhoiaogcneities around the dust particles. 

"We consider the regime where the plasma Debye length is much smaller than the average separa

tion of the dust particles (r0 S> AD ) - a regime that has been referred to as"' dust in the plasma" .6) 

We also make the assumption that the potential energy of a plasma particle (in this field) is 

much smaller than the thermal energy of electrons/ions (fia = qa$o/Ta = QNg/q0nap < 1 ) . 

This assumption is crucial to the perturbative technique employed in rcf.6' 

Let us first find the stationary equilibrium distribution function in the presence of the two 

"external" fields : 

£o(r.) = -V6<fi0(r), B^ = zB0, (3) 

where B^ is the constant background magnetic field and 8(f>0{t) = <l>o{z) — $o is the fluctuating 

potential in the system due to the presence of a distribution pP(£) of massive, charged dust 

particles and is a solution of Poisson's equation : 

V2<5^o(2l) = - 4 T T [ £ q Q f 6fa(r, v)d\ + SpP(r)]. (4) 

a •' 

where 

8p9{r) = ffl{x) -pg; JJg = I J ff{r)d\ (5) 
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and 8 fa are the fluctuating distribution functions of the plasma particles due to the presence of 

the dust and satisfy the linearized and stationary Vlasov equation: 

whereJ1Qo(VxiV||) is the equilibrium distribution fimction without any magnetic field. Hence, 

the stationary eqiulibriuin distribution function of the dusty plasma is given by 

fao(L,v) = Fao(v\,v\\) + 6fa{r,v). (7) 

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq.(G) we have 

i k - v J K - ^ S f ^ - ^ . ^ (8) 

where (f> is the polar angle and 

(vx]l0)--z- = -u;ca—, wca = . (9) 
mac an o<p mac 

Using 

P dF<*° -CJ. 7 dF°o c j . f i j . d , j d \ T? 

k'V = k±V±COS<l>+k\\V\\, (10) 

anJ the expansion in Bessel functions 

exp [—izsin<j>] = ^ Jn(z) exp (-in<j>), (11) 
n=—oo 

the solution of Eq.(8) for 8fg is given by : 

5f*= I* s± Yy- (nu)cadFao | /; dF«°\ Jnhfj)Ji{pPL)exp[-i(n-l)4>] 

where p° = ks_v±/ujca. 
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§3. Distribution Function in the Magnetized Dusty Plasma 

The motion of electrons and ions in the presence of a mode (w, k) in a magnetized dusty plasma 

is described by the linear Vlasov equation 

5 / J
 + fe-Y)/J + ̂ ^ - V l . / J + *L. 

dt v Ja m0 c — l JQ m, a I 
£(L.,) + ^i^)].V[,/QO(r.,) 

= — Y<Mr)-V r /Q
r , (13) 

ma 

where the superscript T stands for the total quantity involved, and i?(r.,t) and B.(r,t) are the 

self-consistent electric and magnetic fields of the propagating mode, and mQ and c arc the mass 

of the plasma particles a and the velocity of light in a vacuum, respectively. 

The stationary equilibrium, distribution function, Eq.(7) after Laplace-Fourier transforma

tions is given by 

Uok = F«o«(fc) + «/£, 

FQ0(v) = nQo(mQ/27rrQ)3/'2exp(-mQt;2/2ro), (14) 

Ta being the temperature in energy units for electrons and ions. 

In the presence of a mode either electrostatic ay electromagnetic in the magnetized dusty 

plasma, we decompose the total distribution function in Eq.(13) as 

/ J = fao(L,v) + /Q(r ,£, t) + 6fa(r,v,t), (15) 

where the explicit contribution due to dust 8fa <C fa and using the cylindrical coordinates 

(vj.,0,f||) in the velocity space, we obtain 

^ + £ - V / a - W c o ^ = - ^ - V ^ a o f e l i ) . (16) 
at o<p ma 

^ + lL-V6fa-uJca^. = i ^ V ^ ( r ) - V i ; / Q ( r ? 2 , ) . (17) 
at o<p m Q 

In Eq.(16), the dust term of Eq.(13) has been neglected and the effect of the dust particles has 

been taken through the modification of the space-dependent equilibrium distribution function, 

fao{L,v) given by Eqs.(7) and (12). The perturbed distribution function, £/Q(r.,2i,i) satisfies 

Eqs.(17) where the wave-effect is included through the solution of Eq.(16). 

We obtain the solutions of Eqs.(16) and (17), which after Laplace-Fourier transformations 

(in the first order perturbation approximation) are given by 
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iQa V^ J « eXP (in ~ W fak, - 2 £ E / f a ; c a 
nj. 

('m - *y) /" ,aj A , (18) 

Vafe, = -
ml •^ Jp cxp [—z(m — 7i — I — p)cjj\ 

imaTa n ^ j (m — n — l)wca —u + k\\V\\ 

J dU'fiok-k" 

in-l)(k-L")x 

(Jm+l + Jm-\)ik- £")j. T — +2.7ra(fc - ft'OllT-

V J . 
(<7m-fl ~ Jm-l) 

Jn(p'l) 
llJr ^11 

(10) 

where J, = Ji(p±).p±. = fcj_'t>j_Aw p'i = ^'li ' i/Wo ^ 

!fcj 

aT 

ay 

a ; 

= 

= 

= 

= 

a-rEjc^T + a-yE^u + 

vAJl+l + Jl-i), 

-ivx.[Ji+i -Ji-i), 

2i'||J;. 

CzEj^j., 

(20) 

§ 4. General Dispersion Relation 

Substituting Eqs.(18), (19) in the definition of current density we obtain the components of the 

conductivity tensor from the following relations 

as 

42 = £^»/iL/aku-d3u = £(o)-E, 

4 ? = T,^9oJvSfak^dzv = ^D)-E, 

Tr „2, 

°s> - E I : ( = ^ ) / / 
dv±dv\\v±_au 

IbJca + fe||l'|| — W 
/J/ ^ao + 

a a d-FQ 

mavi dv±_ J ' 

ff(o) _ V V I -n7la(& \ f f dvxdvpia^ 

0 _ v^ y* (-Kinaql\ f f dvxdv\\vxv\\ai, 

a l \ T° J J J '<"« + &||t;|| - W *" 

^00 + m a i ; i dvi_ J ' 

niav±_ dv±_ ] • 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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(D) _ V ^ V - / ' " " m n o d / i o = EE 
o mil / 

2nx«fcx 
r, —: / "i-2 (Jm+i+ Jm-uA.2xTr

im — 71 — Z)a;ca + ft||«|| - w 7 L <«>x f f t 

Vj. dvx 2 Su|i 
• ) ( r o - n - f + p - g ) J m _ -m—n—l+p—</ 

^ ( ^ f ) ^ ( ^ ) ( - D P + g 

(pwCQ-fc2||f||) 
(26) 

_ 5 _ 

_i_ 0 T I. ^ (71 ~ /)A>2X , j - T 

Zwco + (fc - 2i2)||i>;| - u> ^rt ma ~2 

;pwca 8Fao , 0Fao \ T; 
X I z ^2\\~: I J 

V± dlljL dv\\ 

Jp(k2±V±/Vca ) Jg (k2±Vj_ /Uca ) ( ~ 1 ) P + < / 

m-n-l+p-q ( p ^ _ fc2||U||) 

4?) _ E E /™^|*A , , ^ ^ / ^ [,,m+1 + , _ „ * » » 
(27) 

. o r z. 5 ( n - O ^ L / r T x 
+ ^- / ni ' "2 | |7 r : ~ lVm+1 — J ) n - U ]dVn Vx 

puca dFQO dFao , 
Kon—= I J 

VX 9 ^ X 9un 

' 1 77-7-x— ! E ~ ^(fc) 
iwCQ + (fc - K2)||i'|| - w ^ mn 

m—u—/+p—IJ puica — k2\\V\\ 
(28) 

with v = x, y, 2, where the prime on the Bessel function denotes derivative with respect to its 

argument. In deriving Eqs.(23-28), we have taken the ensemble averages with the following 

relations for the Fourier component of the statistical function a(V) 

<a(k)>=<o2(k)> = 6(k), 

<a(k2)cj{k-ki~k2)> = S(&a)fi(&-&1), (29) 

where S(k) is the correlation function. To further evaluate the integrals we may take a model 

Gaussian distribution for the correlation function, S(q) = {l/Ty/nql) exp(—q2/q2), where q0 is 

the correlation length for the random static dust particles in the plasma.6'17' 

"Using Maxwell's equation 

•2 imu) 
kx(hx Mkj) = ^5-M& + ^jrl&> (30) 

we finally obtain the components of the plasma dispersion tensor in the magnetized dusty plasma 



as 

where 

Dxx 

•LJyX 

D-T 

DXy 
Dyy 

Dzy 

Dx: 

Dy: 
D:: 

";iT<' 47 r i 

W* LO 

_ 4 7 r i 

"Xy — &TV-: 

k±hic2 AKZ 
Dxz = £— + <TXS. 

_ 4m 
Uyx — ayxi 

CO 

_ , krcr Ani .„„. 
w = ~^ + ~tT<Tyy' ( 3 1 ) 

n 4 7 r i 

i^yj = Cur -

W 

fcj_fc||C2 47TZ 

4rri 

_, , k2,C2 4717 

a = £H+ g(o) . 

The explicit contribution of dust is contained in s^D\ 

§5. Dispersion Relation for Alfven Waves 

For the transverse electromagnetic wave propagating parallel to the magnetic field (k || £<,), we 

can write (with E: = 0, k.± = 0, k = k\\) 

( Dxx Dxy \ ( Ex \ _ 
\ Dyx Dyy ) \ Ey J "" 

For the low density plasma we can have k2c2 S> wjQ , so that Ex < Ey. Then, the solution 

of the problem can be obtained from16' Dyy = 0 and Dxy = 0. 

On simplification with the approximation, u, ioCa,u ̂ FWca > k\\Vtha a n d retaining only lower 

order Bessel functions (m = n = p = q = 0 and I = 0.±1) in Dyy and Dxy, we obtain dispersion 

functions for the right-hand and left-hand circularly polarized electromagnetic waves 
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D n,i 

2 T r ^ < /• r rft;xrfW||«I r . 3 S(<?)F00 (32) 
fe||V|| - ( u T U m l i " Z ' ' " cfr>|| ( £ - £)||Vj| - ( W ^ W m ) " 

where the subscripts R and L on D indicate quantities for the right- and left-hand circularly 

polarized waves. 

Further, we notice that the stationary and space-dependent equilibrium distribution of the 

plasma, /QO(ZML) is close to the thermal equilibrium and the modifications due to the dust 

particles is mcorporatod in Eq.(7). The static magnetic field has the effect of changing the 

temperature of the equilibrium dusty plasma along and perpendicular to the magnetic field.10' 

However, the dusty plasmas occur in most situations where the temperature of the plasma is 

usually very low. Therefore, to avoid mathematical complexities without loss of any generality, 

wc neglect the small anisotropy in temperature introduced by the presence of the magnetic field. 

The wave propagation will be affected giving rise to additional or new modes by the magnetic 

field. 

Thus, for a Maxwellian with isotropic distribution (dFao/dv\ = 0Fao/0uf,). wc finally obtain 

the real and imaginary parts of the dispersion function as 

DR,L = 1--V--E-
2 
pa 

U ^ W T W c 
1- Ha + vl£vL 

4(w=Fa;ca)
2 

D\ n,L 
_ 1 y> VnVpa 

(1 - /ia)exp{ -
UJ^UJca 

\ fc||V(hQ 

Mf t (Vgo)£ f 
2v/7T 

(33) 

= f 
Jo 

*ii«ii«pf-|-{ff^te} 
(fcll T 5||)2 

where — sign is for the right-hand and + sign is for the left-hand circularly polarized electro

magnetic waves. 
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We now consider two cases depending upon the frequency of the waves with respect to the 

cyclotron frequencies of the plasma particles : 

A. u> S> ujcn : (high frequency waves) 

In this high frequency case of the cyclotron waves, the dispersion relation for both left-hand 

and right-hand circularly polarized waves is given by 

W2 = % 2 + 5 > P " 1 -Mo + 4fcfc2 (34) 

Neglecting dust we recover the usual electromagnetic wave in the unmagnetized plasma. The 

linear damping rate of this high frequency electromagnetic wave is given by 

y/nuj2Qw2 

1L ^ 2A|c2V,/1« 
( l - / i 0 ) e x p 

U) 

<Wthai + 2fZ 

where 

r = r°° d<m 

* Jo (fc||Ttf||): exp % u> 
(k\\T(l\\)Vthai 

(35) 

(36) 

It is evident that the damping of the high frequency electromagnetic waves having u >• u>ra is 

negligible. 

B. to >C u)ca (Alfven waves) : 

In this case we obtain the dispersion relation for both the left- and right-hand polarized 

Alfven waves in the dusty plasma (from Dr
R L = 0) 

o; = fc||C/(l + c2/V/?)1/2, 

where the modified Alfv6n velocity is given by 

VA = B0/[Air{mine\e + men,-A,-)]1/'2, 

Xa = 1 - na + (i2
Qq2

0VtiJ4u2
ca. 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

The major modification enters through the nonneutrality of the average electron and ion densities 

(n , -#n e ) . 

The linear damping rates of the Alfven waves are given by 

1L = -D^JOD^/du) 

(1 - fia) exp 
v Vnu2

au
2 

~ ^vtha fy\Vlha) + 2y/ir 
(40) 
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where 

f A , r dm\ \A_( 

111 absence of the dust. Eq.(37) reduces to the usual Alfven wave. However, the dust particles 

introduce a change in the Alfven velocity. V,\ mainly due to the inequality of the electron and 

ion densities of the dusty plasma. The damping of the Alfven wave may be significantly affected 

by the presence of the charged grains. This damping depends on dust perturbation parameter, 

the correlation length, temperature of the plasma and the magnetic field. At low temperature, 

the usual Landau damping is negligible, but the dust introduces a new source of damping. This 

collisiouless new damping mechanism is due to the resonant interaction with the particles whose 

velocities along the magnetic field B^ are given by v\\ = (ujr^f^ca)/^ where wr is the real part of 

the angular frequency of the wave. The physical mechanism for this damping may be attributed 

to the fact that the random static distribution of grains can be regarded as a background zero-

frequency wave which couples to the Alfven wave and the particles resonate with the resultant 

beat structure to give rise to the wave damping. 

§6. Discussion 

We have investigated the propagation characteristics of transverse electromagnetic waves propa

gating along the static magnetic field in a magnetized dusty plasma. In the high frequency range 

we find modifications in the circularly polarized waves, which depend upon the dust perturba

tion parameter, correlation length, temperature of the plasma, and the strength of the magnetic 

field. In the cold plasma limit, we find important change in the Alfven velocity which depends 

mainly on the nonneutrality of the electron and ion densities in the dusty plasma. However, 

the damping of the Alfven waves is drastically modified on account of the presence of the dust 

grains in the plasma. In the low temperature regime where the usual Landau damping is neg

ligible, an additional damping due to a new mechanism conies into play in the dusty plasma. 

This damping, depending upon the dust parameters, temperature and the magnetic field, may 

become significant. 

The modification of other plasma modes and the nonlinear interaction due to the collective 

oscillations in the dusty plasmas with or without magnetic field are also of importance and the 

work on these are in progress. 

(41) 
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